
Our digital world



Prensky, 2001 

“A person born or brought up during the age 
of digital technology and so familiar with 
computers and the Internet from an early 
age.”

Digital natives



So they are digital immigrants then?



Natives vs immigrants 

When nothing is occupying my attention,  
the first thing I do is reach for my phone. 

18 to 24 65+

77% 10%

I check my phone at least every 30min.

% agree

52% 6%

The last thing I do before I go to bed is 
check my phone. 73% 18%

I often us other devices while watching TV. 79% 42%

I watch more TV programs through catch-up 
streamed TV than live. 74% 13%

source: Microsoft research - Canada (2015)



The generation guide



The generation guide

“What I have works fine,  
I don’t get all the internet stuff”

Classic Generation



The generation guide

“I like some of this digital stuff,  
 I just need someone to show me”

Converted Generation



The generation guide

“I can’t imagine my life without being connected”

Digital Generation



The generation guide

Rupture Generation
“Why can’t I swipe? I don’t want to wait!”



 
Millenials 

Meet Generation Y (aka)



Tech Savvy

Meet Generation Y



Family Centric

Meet Generation Y



Meet Generation Y

Achievement Oriented



Meet Generation Y

Instant Gratification 



Meet Generation Y

Team Oriented 



Attention Craving 

Meet Generation Y



Meet Generation Z (aka)

iGeneration 



 Generation 

Meet Generation Z (aka)



Meet Generation Z 
The generation connected 
before they were born!



Technoholics

Meet Generation Z



Lack situational awareness

Meet Generation Z



Human Connections

Meet Generation Z



Human Connections

Meet Generation Z

They prefer

over



Emoji talk

Meet Generation Z



Meet Generation Z

Global mindset



Meet Generation Z

Make a difference
26% of 16-18 year olds is volunteering



Meet Generation Z

Local Reality



All  communication  
All connection

Meet Generation Z



Meet Generation Z

Mobile



Meet Generation Z



BUT



Does age define digital savviness?

No



Generation

Meet



Gen C is a powerful new force in consumer culture. 

 
65% is under 35, but they span generations  
empowered by technology. 

Google Meet gen C - 2013



Everybody can be a member of Gen C, 

wether you’re born as a member of Gen X, Y or Z as long as 
they choose to active ‘digital natives’ who love digital 
media.



They are familiar with technology.



They rely on mobile communication.



They want to remain in contact.



They are content centric.



They seek control over their world.



A new hierarchy of needs….



1943 - Maslow



1943 - Maslow 2013 - …



Intergenerational conflict 



Intergenerational conflict 



IN-generation conflict 



IN-generation conflict 



Which generation are you?



Digital technology is re-wiring our brain.



Neuroplasticity is the idea that our brain  
physically changes depending on the  
demand we place on it.

Digital technology is re-wiring our brain.



The digital native brain

Great fluid intelligence

Great multitask ability

Ability to engage in a wider range of  
activities and contexts

Digital technology is re-wiring our brain.



The digital native brain

Great fluid intelligence

Great multitask ability

Ability to engage in a wider range of  
activities and contexts

More receptive for games 
and challenges

Digital technology is re-wiring our brain.



The digital native brain

Great fluid intelligence

Great multitask ability

Ability to engage in a wider range of  
activities and contexts

Less interest in upfront 
complexity

Digital technology is re-wiring our brain.



Neuroscience shows that social sharing  
activities reward the centre of the brain,  
releasing dopamine.

Same pleasure (seeking) feeling when getting food, exercise or sex 

Digital technology is re-wiring our brain.
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Neuroscience shows that social sharing  
activities reward the centre of the brain,  
releasing dopamine.

Digital technology is re-wiring our brain.

Same pleasure (seeking) feeling when getting food, exercise or sex 



Digital is a(n) (addictive) drug!

Dopamine aka the ‘like’ drug



Digital is a(n) (addictive) drug!

Dopamine aka the ‘like’ drug





How many times do you touch your mobile phone a day?



How many times do you touch your mobile phone a day?



How many times do you touch your mobile phone a day?

5427



How many times do you touch your mobile phone a day?

2617



Would you prefer your a WiFi-connection over sex?



Would you prefer your a WiFi-connection over sex?

21% would



We never look up anymore.



We never look up anymore.
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We never look up anymore.

uses the smartphones  
while multi-tasking with 
other media 86% 



We never look up anymore.

uses the smartphones  
while multi-tasking with 
other media 86% 

17% 51% 52% 34% 43% 28% 16%



We never look up anymore.

Long-term focus erodes with 
increased digital consumption,  
social media usage  
& tech savviness



We never look up anymore.

Long-term focus erodes with 
increased digital consumption,  
social media usage  
& tech savviness

12s

2000 2013

8s



We never look up anymore.

Long-term focus erodes with 
increased digital consumption,  
social media usage  
& tech savviness

12s

2000 2013

8s9s
10s



7 seconds 15 seconds5 seconds

Fame



7 seconds 15 seconds5 seconds

Fame



Digital is a(n) (addictive) drug!



FoMo
Fear of Missing out
A pervasive apprehension that others might be having 
rewarding experiences from which one is absent



FoMo
Fear of Missing out
a desire to stay continually connected with  
what others are doing



FoMo
Fear of Missing out
a desire to stay continually connected with  
what others are doing

56%
MyLife Study 2013



FoMo
Fear of Missing out
a desire to stay continually connected with  
what others are doing

1 you check your phone 24/7

2 you want to know everything

3 you postpone

4 you experience stress and 
  have difficulties concentrating

5 you have sleeping problems



NoMo(phobia)

the intense, irrational fear of being out of mobile phone contact

53%
are anxious about their phone.



NoMo(phobia)

the intense, irrational fear of being out of mobile phone contact

9%
feels stressed when their phone is off.



Rosanna Cassidy, 25, Nottingham:  
“I can live my life instead of trying to shape it into one that looks good online”



Stina Sanders, model with 119 000 followers on Instagram:  
“If I do catch myself feeling low whilst …on social media then I 
tell myself to put down my phone, go for a run or .… I find this 
slight break helps to remind me that social media isn't real.”





“When was the last time you did you purposely spent a periode of time  
without accessing the internet because you thought you were using  
it to much?"





Why do people want to quit social media?

Privacy concerns 

Personal value





Phonekerchief



Social media vacation



What are the main reasons for people to stay connected?


